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arbitrator in that country. This latter method is a common fea-
ture of international commerce.1 Thus merchants in the grain
trade between America and Europe normally use the standard
form of contract issued by the London Corn Trade Association
which provides for arbitration in England according to Eng-
lish law.2 Similar forms issued by the London Rubber Trade
Association, the London Rice Brokers Association, the London
Cattle Food Association, and the London Copra Association
are also in constant use.3 Such an arbitration clause may merely
refer possible disputes to the tribunals of the chosen country
or may go further and add that the tribunal shall apply the law
of its own country. This addition, though convenient as a clear
identification of the proper law, is not of vital significance, since
for better or for worse English law is committed to the view
that qui ekgitjudicem ehgitjust An express choice of a tribunal
is an implied choice of the proper law.
An express As distinct from the express or implied choice of the proper
'awa however, the express choice of a foreign tribunal is not
absolutely binding. In accordance with the excellent principle
*kat a contractual undertaking should be honoured, there is,
indeed, a prima facie rule that an action brought in England
in defiance of an agreement to submit to arbitration abroad
will be stayed;5 but nevertheless the court has a discretion in the
matter, and where the parties are amenable to the jurisdiction,
as, for example, where the defendant is present in England, it
will allow the English action to continue if it considers that the
ends of justice will be better served by a trial in this country.6
May the The one question to be discussed is whether the freedom
w^y °^ contracting parties to select the proper law is completely
law? unfettered. To be more precise—may they choose any law
in the world however alien it may be to the factual character
of the contract ? Or, must their choice be restricted to the law
1 Rabel, vol. 2, p. 377.	* Ibid., p. 378.
3 The same practice obtains on the Continent and in the U.SA.; Batiffbl,
Les Conflits de Lois en Mattire de Contrats, pp. 54, 133-6.
* N.P. KwikHoo Tong Handel Maatschappisv. JamesFinlay & Co.(iy2j)9
A.C. 604; Hamfyn V Co. v. Talisker Distillery (1894), A.C. 202, at p. 213.
5	The Cap Blanco, [1913] p. 130; Austrian Lloyd Steamship Co. v. Gresham
Life Assurance Society Ltd., [1903] i JLB. 249.
6	The Athene* (1922), n LL.L.R. 6; The Fehmartt, [1958] r W.LJR. 159.
Tins latter case, as to which see 7 /. ST C.Z.g. 599 (P. R. H. Webb), surely goes
to the verge of the law. Unless the discretion of the court in favour of allowing
the English action to continue is exercised sparingly, there is a danger that foreign
merchants will lose faith in the efficiency of arbitration clauses.

